Little Ripper Life SAVER
RESCUE Marine PODS (ULBs)

The little Ripper project is a complete package from supply of tried and
tested drones, approved pilot and observer training plus supply of
Rescue Pods called ULBs. SOS Marine has designed the Rescue Pods for
'The Little Ripper Life Saver'.
The drones are being used for observation and rescue of distressed
swimmers and sailors lost at sea. The Rescue Marine Pods are being
dropped to the patient in the water. They are also called ULBs, standing
for ‘you little beauty’ — something those in need of rescue would say
when they being dropped to them.
The Rescue Marine Pod (ULBs) inflates automatically and strong enough
to hold 3-4 people. It also combines an electromagnetic ‘Shark Shield’
deterrent device, SOLAS lights and large sea anchor to stabilise and
reduce drift. To give you that extra bit of help until someone comes
along to rescue you a GPS position is provided by the drone.
This system of rescue will be a world`s first and could change the face of
surf patrols and rescue searches worldwide.
WWW.SOSMARINE.COM
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• The Rescue Marine Pod (ULBs) markers are ready for instant deployment packed into a
portable valise-compact.
• When dropped from the Drone within seconds of immersion it inflates and 2.0 metres long
• The Rescue Marine Pod (ULBs) inflates automatically when dropped to the person and capable
of holding 3-4 persons
• It also combines an electromagnetic 'Shark Shield' deterrent device
• SOLAS lights, SOLAS reflective tape
• A large drogue/Sea Anchor (120cm circumference x 60 cm long) to stabilise and reduce
downwind drift allowing patient to grab hold.
• It is reusable and replaceable only requiring a 33 gram replacement cylinder and an activation
cartridge.
• The drone will provide a GPS position of the Rescue Pod
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